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culties of the work, and the fearful responsi Lord is empty? You say these are “hard
bility of the Church for its accomplishment; times.” I know it. But who does not also know
THE YOUNG CHRISTIAN.
and who are now, many of them born down that there is money enough in the Church to
March on—bnve aoldier of the cross,
and almost crushed by the heat and burden of fill the Treasury to overflowing—to supply eve
Well panoplied for fight:
their labors in endeavoring to strive, almost ry demand, if multiplied a hundred fold, which
March on—thou canst not suffer loss;
alone and single handed, the desolating tide of ought to be devoted to the Lord notwithstand
Thy Saviour lends his might.
corruption around them, and to raise the be' ing the “hard times,”—nay, tho keeping back
Gird on thy sword: lay bare thy arm;
nighted and degraded to the dignity and hap of which, I fear has been, in no small degree,
The foe ia thick'ning fast:
piness of enlightened, christianized men? Oh, the occasion of the “hard times,” and which
The Lord, thy God, who keeps from harm,
when
will the professors of the pure, and be 1 still more seriously fear, if this dispensation
Preserve thee to the last.
nign, religion of Jesus, learn ta be consistent, do not succeed in loosening the hold of Chris
Make haste to put thy armor on—
—to live up to their profession, to manifest the tians upon their wealth, will bring upon us
The sharp edged sword, the word,
spirit of their Divine Lord and Master who, still harder times perhaps to the complete
Giv'n thee by the blessed Son,
though he “thought it not robbery to be equal overthrow of many who now seem to stand
Our Saviour and our Lord.
with God, yet, made himself of no reputation, strong? Oh, shame upon Christians thus to
Salvation, for thy helmet take,
and took upon him the form of a servant, and cling to dust—thus to “debase their heavenly
And on thy feet, bind peace:
humbled himself, even to the death of the cross, birth”—dishonor their possession and bring
Of Righteousness, a breast-plate make,
for us miserable sinners:”—when I say will reproach upon the cause of their blessed MasWhich will thy strength increase.
they imitate his example, by offering them te'r-rJIim who did not spare his own precious
Add now, thy shield of strong belief—
selves and all that they have and are. a will heart’s-blood to purchase their redemption!
On this, thou inay’st rely;
ing sacrifice to the promotion of the great in
1 believe thnt one great reason why Chris
For he who b?stcan give relief,
terests of his cause? When shall this greatest tians do not contribute more for the support of
Ia always—ever nigh.
reproach of the Church be wiped away, and the gospel is the want of consideration. They
Fear naught, but on thy Lord depend,
Christians
come to feel, as they ought to feel, do not sit down calmly, and in view of all the
Though dangers thick, surround:
that
they
are
not their own,—that nothing they facts of the case, ask themselves seriously—as
To Him, who can alone defend,
Let all thy praise redound.
M.
have is their own,—but that “they have been in tho sight of God, how much ihey ought,—
bought with a price,” and therefore ought to nay, how much they can,—how much they
CHRISTIAN MISSIONS.
glorify God with their body and heir spirit may give,and then, aci-^i^gpgj^Jheir decision
NO. I.
and their substance which aro his^-Oh, Thou, conscientiously devote a porTw^to the Lord.
Mr. Editor.—
“in whose hands are the hearts of all men and How is it? An agent, perhaps, ->of the Mis
What shall be done to rouse the Church who tumest them as the rivers of water are sionary Society comes along and makes an
to a sense of the responsibility, in the great turned,”—hasten the time.
“appeal;” or the minister preaches a sermon
work of carrying the gospel to the millions of
Now, why is it, Mr. Editor, that at such a upon the subject and a collection is taken up.
our fellow men, who are perishing for lack of time as this, when there is so much in the Under the impulse of momentary excitement,
the bread of life? I am pained at the indiffer “signs of the times” to encourage the hearts fifty cents or a dollar is cast in of the abun
ence so lamentably prevalent among us upon of Christians;—when facts and events of stir dance of those who are rich and increased in
this momentous subject. When will Christians ring interest and thrilling import are crowd goods. The conscience is satisfied. The sub
awake from their lethargy,and come up,a9 one ing upon our attention from all parts of the ject dropped—the object forgotten and nothing
man, to the full measure of theit duty,—nay, world, so manifestly and strikingly indicating more is contributed until another visit or an
of their privilege, in contributing, by every the near approach of the time spoken of by other sermon.
means in their power, to ransom a lost world the Prophet, “when a nation shall be born in a
I confess, I had at first great hopes of the
from the dominion of sin and satan? When day.”—Enough it would seem to fill every truly ‘•weekly offering” plan of contributing for rewill they listen to the earnest cries,—the pious heart with joy and to rouse every religious purposes; and principally from the
agonizing entreaties which are continually “Christian indeed” to immediate nnd vigorous fact that it seemed to promise to do away, in a
sounded in their ears, not only from the waste and unceasing exertions to hasten its coming— great measure, the evil 1 have mentioned by
places of our own country, but from the very why is it ihat, withal, the accumulated weight leading men to think—to enquire seriously in*
midst of the darkness and desolation of heathen : of motive—all the infinitely momentous con to their duty in this respect, and to induce them
ignorance and superstition,—from an hundred siderations which are staring us in the face, to give, not occasionally and from impulse but
different quarters, when just enough light has and pressing upon our hearts,—-the Church is statedly and from principle. But 1 fear I was
been dispensed to make the darkness visible, still comparatively cold and indifferent and expecting that ns a result of the system, upon
and to show the miserable victims of pagan backward in her duty—otsleep, while the world which, alone, its successful operation depends.
idolatry nnd a corrupt Christianity, their con is perishing and they have the only antidote As far as my acquaintance extends, the plan
dition and their wants? When will they res that can save it! Why is it that when money has a9 good as failed, and 1 doubt not many
pond, as Christians ought to respond—as they is wanted, not only to sustain those who are good men have been disappointed.
who have indeed “the love of Christ shed already in the field; many of whom are suf
What then can be done? Is there no plan
abroad in their hearts”—respond, to the oft fering for want of the comforts if not tho ne that can be adopted, in any measure, calculat
repeated and heart-stirring appeals of those de. cessaries of life; but also to send those who ed to effect the desired object?
voted, self-denying men who have consecrated are ready and wanting to go, «nd to prepare
G. R.
their lives to the missionary service—who have others who are willing to follo-v, if you will
surveyed the field, taken the gauge of heathen but furnish them the means for acquiring the
God loves to see us, while trusting in his
corruption, and estimated, from the results of necessary preparation,—we am met by the faithful word, disregarding the discouragements
persoaal experience, the magnitude and diffi chilling intelligence that the Treasury of the of his Providence.
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generally that which is most attractive to an pel—those which alone are calculated to move
audience, who have no love for the spiritual the heart—are not inculcated.
What then are these truths? One is—the
MANIFESTATION OF THE TRUTH. doctrines of our faith, and no wish to comply
I with its s*ern and self-denying precepts. Their fact of man's moral ruin. It is the want of
if »*▼
! taste is gratified by a gorgeous display of lan- this doctrine, which renders the scheme of tho
How much is there heard from the pulpit, gUagc. Their minds are excited by scenes Socintan so meagre and unsatisfactory. Feel
which even wins for a time the applause of the pjcturej bgforg them in which the fancy can ing no deep sense of guilt, he cannot realize
crowd, but which in the light of the volume of revel. They lejoice in sending their thoughts his need of an Omnipotent Saviour, to pre
inspiration,would not be considered as “a mani forward, and dwelling on the splendors of the serve him amidst the agonies of dissolving na
festation of the truth!” For instance, there coming world: and he who can best minister ture, and the terrors of the day of judgment.
is a style of preaching, which commends itself to this gratification, is the one in whose preach His emotions of penitence are not quickened
to the worldly. It falls softly upon their ears, ing they delight. But in what terms of re into exercise, nor does he see reason to pros
and they love it, because it awakens no fears. probation can we speak of one, who for the trate himself in abasement at the foot of the
It announces no awful truths, which could sake of popularity tends himself to foster a cross.
break up their repose, and startle them into at taste like this; converting God’s holy temple
Now, it is this sense of our fallen state,
tention. It utters no threats in the plain and into a place of mere amusement—who strives which lends to religion its power over the
unequivocal language of Scripture, for fear to dazzle the nind, when he should impress mind. It is a view of the storm gathering in
they might grate harshly upon “ears polite.” the Iluuri
lltf is gulllvl
IU{, 1IUWCI3
heart_„
—who
gathering
flowers to charm the distance, which alone can induce careless
It brings forward nothing which can trouble when he should be sending forth the solemn man to seek an entrance into the ark. He must
the conscience, or make the hearers humble warnings of the gospel—who is arranging be hear behind him the tread of the avenger of
themselves before God, feeling that “the re fore his audience a scries of pictures, when he blood, and behold him following fast in his
membrance of their misdoings is grievous unto should be biddiig them flee to the cross for re- footsteps, or he will not start up from his leth
thom; the burthen of them is intolerable. * fUge—who, in truth, is preaching himself, argy, and flee to the city of refuge. The truth
If it gives any view of the gospel, it is that w,)en be shoild be preaching Christ Jesus? then must be proclaimed to him most fully,
which is confined to its promises. It dwells w^b regard tosuch an one, we may well ask, that he is a fallen being—his glory departed
upon the hopes and joys of the ( hristian, yet
^e indignait words of the Christian poet,* —his faculties weakeuetl—his spiritual taste
with so little discrimination, that all who hear
changed to earthliness—and his whole nature
“ — will he jeek to dazzle me with tropes,
feel justified in appropriating them to them
And play his brilliant parts before my eyes
utterly unfitting him for companionship with
selves. The preacher does not deliver his
When 1 am hungry for the bread of life?”
(' the angels of God. He must be pointed back
message, as one who is conscious that he is
But all this can never “commend the truth to what he was in the days of his primeval in
standing among the dying—that on the right
hand and on tho left, they are passing into eter to the conscience.” Religion becomes an in nocence, that he may seo how utterly he is
nity—while he is the commissioned messenger strument for dramatic exhibition. The sensi changed. His attention must be directed to the
to warn them of their coming doom. And the bilities ure addressed, and the feelings kindled mighty array of means necessary for his re
result is natural. The consciences of those up, while all the essential ingredients of devo covery—that no one less than the Son of God
who listen, are soothed by the thought that tion are absent. The striking eloquence of the could suffice to work out his salvation—and
they have week after week fulfilled their duty preacher arouses perhaps an enthusiasm, sim thus he will learn, how utter was his ruin.
by attending the sanctuary. They have heard ilar to that wh ch is awakened by the charms He must be bid to look in upon himself—to read
nothing there to alarm them, and therefore of poetry; but the emotions are fictitious, and the workings of his own heart, as compared
suppose they have no cause for fear. Even have no deep foundation in the heart. They with the holy law of God—and to listen to
while sitting in their seats, and the preacher is are
those which we sometimes sec excited the warnings of that monitor, which sits in
over
the
page of romance, when even the ceaseless judgment on his life. Then he will
uttering in their hearing, the harmless, point
less truth, he weekly doles forth, the worldly reador’s tears nre called forth, as he dwells realize, that he is indeed “very far gone from
man in his pew is planning out his schemes upon a tale of imaginary distress; yet scarce original righteousness,”* and his cry will be
for the coming week—the covetous arc rejoic ly are they dried, when the petition of real heard, from the depths of a broken and con
ing in the remembrance of their gold and thoir misery will be met with frigid indifference. trite heart—Gcd be merciful to me, a sin
merchandize—and the frivolous are sending And thus it is, that when the preacher has ner.”
And this senso of his sinfulness will prepare
their thoughts jar over the mountains of vani- been exhausting his eloquence upon some of
ty. And tli^fck^go on through hie—the ;,hd ny,r<> “wakening topics of our faith, there him to listen earnestly, to the news of an aton
earthly becon^niore earthly—the giddy sons are those whose enthusiasm is awakened, but ing Saviour. The doctrine of Christ crucified
and daughters of pleasure devote themselves w*‘° yot» when they have passed from the is emphatically that, the mnnisfesldtion of
more deeply to their vain pursuits, and yet on sanctuary, evince by their worldly conduct, which commends itself most fully to the con
the Subbath meet with no rebuke, to warn that their emotions were only “u» a morning science. There is something within us which
them that they are treading in tho ways of c'°lllh and as tho early dew.
It was but whispers the need of an Almighty Saviour.
creating an idle and profitless, excitement, The story of redeeming love, can melt the hard
death.
Again: there is another style of preaching, which is rather injurious, by diverting atten and stony heart, when every other argument
which we may call the intellectual. Chaste, tion from those subjects which best demand our has proved ineffectual. And of this fact, the
yet cold, it is addressed entirely to the reason. concern. It touches not the deep springs of upostles were well aware. “Behold the Lamb
.t possesses a wide range of topics, all of [ mora> action, and therefore the inward, spirit- of God!” was the text, from which they al
ways preached. They held up the cross, alike
which are included in some way within the I an' mau *8 unaffected.
pale of Christianity, yet the consideration of
Vou Wl11 anticipate me then, my brethren, in before the rude barbarians of the East—in tho
none of which will oblige the speaker, to make remarking, that he who is satisfied with deliv- streets of Jerusalem—amidst the scoffing phi
any vigorous attack upon the citadel of the er*ng his messago in either ol these three losophers of /\thens—and when surrounded by
heart. From among the abstruse, speculative ways> can never hope, “by manifestation of the glories of imperial Rome. And with what
points of our faith, he can choose many a | the truth, to commend himself,to every man’s a thrilling emphasis can we address this argu
theme on which to dwell, and as he reasons conscience in the sight of God.” No; his en ment to the lost and the perishing, when wo
upon it, his hearers may be delighted with the deavors are worse than useless. “The hungry think, how complete is the redemption which
varied learning he displays, or the weighty sheep look up and are uot fed,” while the shep has been wrought out, and how vast the wealth
arguments he is henping up; and yet, in all herd, who should have ministered to their of those promises, by which it is commended
this there is perhaps nothing to minister to spiritual wants, is treasuring up for himself a to the world! How precious too should the
their spiritual growth, or to build them up in a feurful retribution, in the day when his Lord deliverance seem, when we remember, that
knowledge of the truth, llis instructions fall shall demand the account of his stewardship. man alone enjoys the offer of a Saviour—-that
And yet, I would not bo understood as dis he is rqnsotned, while mighty spirits of an ol
upon his congregation like the cold rays of tho
moon, shodding abroad light indeed, yet light countenancing al, appeals froir. the pulpit, to der creation, and a loftier rank than his—
alone. They possess not the liTe-giving ener the higher powers of the mind, or to the imag “ powers, that erst in Heaven sat on thrones”—
gy of the beams of the Sun of Righteousness. ination. Far from it. It is only when the ap are now condemned to bear forever the fierce
They neither warm nor quicken into fertility. peals are confined to these, that I object. When outpouringof their Maker’s wrath.
Ilis hearers arc furnished with an hour of men the gospel is fairly preached^ both these parts
Let the Christian minister then learn tho
tal recrention, and they wish nothing more of our nuture may well be enlisted to deepen lesson, that “Christ crucified is God’s grand
But for all the religious benefit they have re tho impression. At the present day, indeed, ordinance,”t or all his efforts will be in vain,
ceived, they might as well have sat in the when men of cultivation and science are bow “as one that bcatheth the air.” Let him feel
schools of Athens, and listened to the teaching ing to the cross, they must be reached in some that no sermon is finished, until its tendency
of Socrates, or mused over the glowing reveries measure, through the medium of the intellect; is, to lead men to Christ—that no argument
and while our churches are thronged with those hns weight, which does not impress more fully
of Plato.
But again: there is a third style I would whose taste has been refined by education, upon them, their need of a redeemer, and his
mention, which is equally ineffectual in pro their attention may at times be arrested, by an infinite fulness. Let him be sensible, that
ducing any beneficial results, h is the preach appeal to the sensibilities. But the deficiency never can the arrows of conviction pierce the
ing addressed to the imagination. And this is to which I allude is, that united with these armor of the soJf-righteous sinner, until they
things, the graid and solemn truths of tho gosT H B PULPIT

,

* From the General Confession in the Communion
Service.

• Cowper’s Ta»k, book II, I. 425.

• Article IX.

Of Original Sio,

I Cecil’s Remains.
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have been dipped in the blood of the cross, j it; he felt that he was not alone, if he had but
Let him strive to make his hearers feel, that a solitary leaf to copy, for it was one of his
every other way but this, is delusion and ruin : Father’s works.
—that unless they have an interest in the sal-; The young artist may derive fresh motives
vation of their Lord, and are sanctified by his • to humility from an attempt to delineate the
Spirit, “It were good for them if they had foliage of a shrub or tree, or to imitate the ex
never been boru.”
quisite hue of a simple flower. She will find
that her own best attempts are inadequate to
EDUCATION.
portray the divine original; the richest tints
which the skill of man has been able to pro
accomplishments.
vide, are poor and worthless, compared to the
hues “of Ilis unrivalled pencil,” who has cloth
[From the Journal of Chriitian Education.!
ed the world with such exceeding beauty for
This 16 the subject of the Twenty-first Letter, rebellious man.
in a volume of letters written by Miss Margaret |
The sweetest notes which she is able to raise
Coxe, and published by Mr. I. N. Whiting, of
Columbus, Ohio. The title of the volume is “The j by her voice, or to draw forth from her in
Young Lady’s Companion.” Miss Coxe is the i strument, are deficient in melody, compared to
author of 6oine of (lie best publications of the the warbling of the little wren, or the varied
Sunday School Union; for example, the Botany music of the mocking-bird.
Thus, my dear E---------, the Christian may
of the Scriptures, Wonders of the Deep, and its
Sequel, a Visit to Nahant. We welcome this enjoy even her most delightful recreations, and
volume as a very valuable contribution to the find them ministering to her spiritual improve
cause for which we are laboring. Though treat- , ment in various ways; and I believe I may
ing of an old, and as some would thjnk, a worn safely assert, that those occupations which will
out series of topics, it is nevertheless a new work, not permit us while pursuing them, to raise
because—strange, yet true reason!—it would have our hearts to God and realize his presence,
young ladies regulate their conversation, their cannot be such as He can approve, or our con
thoughts, their studies, their recreations, their sciences sanction.
dress and all their conduct by new—as to such
I must not omit one caution to you, my dear
use of them—-that is, by Christian motives. It is niece, in the selection of your music. 1 can
written in the spirit of the direction “whether, not butdecidedly reprehend the tone of feeling
therefore, ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do: and morality which pervades many of the most
do all to the glory of God.”- This is its distin- I admired songs of the present day.
guiahing feature, and it is this which interests us
I have not unfrequcntly heard modest young
in it. To use the author’s own words, “She has females express in singing, sentiments so im
endeavored to place her instructions on a broader passioned, and utter words so anacreontic, that
basis of Christian principle than most’’ authors. the reading of them aloud, would have called
“In the work of Education, she would seek to the mantling blush to their cheeks. Surely if
place, as the only right foundation of the super the daughtors of fashion are bound so closely
structure designed to be erected, that precious by their fetters, as to be unnblo to make an at
corner stone of the Gospel, which can alone give tempt to break them, the daughtersof Christian
permanence to the fabric.”
parents, more especially if they are themselves
It is not our object, however, to write a review professors of religion, should dare to be sin
of this work, but to U6e it, and to recommend its gular. “Here as elsewhere, however, Chris
use, as a valuable means in the art of Christian tian mothers should make a stand. They
education. To this end, we annex an extract on should not be so unreasonable-as to expect,
the subject of accomplishme nts which affords a pe that a young girl will of herself have courage
culiarly happy illustration of that discriminating to oppose the united temptations of fashion
moderation with which the refilled and educated , without, and of corruption within; and author
Christian may and will regard this subject.
ity should be called in, where admonition
_
fails.”
Do not think, my dear E---------, I ain a foe
to these interesting recreations, far from it; |
THE GARNER.
you have leisure to cultivate some of them at |
least, without infringing upon higher duties:;
ciirist’s yoke.
your parents are fond of music, and by devot
Temperance
is an easy, yea most delightful
ing a certain portion of your leisure to its ac
quisition, you can materially increase their virtue; it is agreeable to the reason of man, it
coinfort. Take heed that you do not. allow preserves the faculties of his soul in their vig
such amusements ever to clash with duty, but or, it conduces to that health of body which is
make them rather subservient to it, by letting the greatest outward blessing. Yet the habit
your aim be to play and sing in such a manner, ual glutton or drunkard can sooner aie than be
as may pleuse those whose gratification you temperate in his meat or drink. What more
are bound to consult, whose comfort it is your easy, than for a man that is able, to give alms
to the indigent and necessitous? what more
privilege, as well as duty to promote.
It has ever been a sweet sight to me, to be godlike or delightful virtue, than for a man to
hold a family circle gathered round a cheerful see the poor and miserable living upon and re
fire during a long winter’s evening, while one l joicing in his bounty? But from the man who
member would touch the piano, or simply raise hath given himself to covetousness and the
her sweetest notes for the amusement of that love of money, every alms comes ns hardly,
happy circle. How much more grateful should as if it were a drop of blood from his heart.
it be to an affectionate heart, thus to soothe a What more pleasant, when good men meet to
father’s, husband’s, or brother’s cares, and in gether, than freely to discuss of divine matters?
crease a mother’s and sister’s joy, than to per But such discourse grates the car of the carnal
form in a crowded circle, for the gratification man. What more noble pleasure to a gener
of strangers, whose admiration may be more ous soul, than the meditation and contemplation
loudly expressed, but whose affections do not of heavenly things? But set a sensual man to
this work, and how unpleasant and tedious
respond with the feelings of sympathy.
How much more interesting should it be to j will it seem to him? What greater pleasure,
draw or paint to please a father’s eye, or a i what greater privilege to a soul duly disposed,
mother’s heart, than to decorate the walls of an than frequent converse with God in prayer?
When he is oppressed with the cares and trou
exhibition room.
bles of this life, when he is tired with the van
“Religion does not ccnrore or exclude
ities of the world, what ease and satisfaction
Unnumbered pleasures, barmleealy pursued.”
doth he find in unburdening his soul, and hav
The sainted Martyn assures us in his Diary, ing recourse to his God! But to the man im
that religion, instead of destroying the interest mersed in worldly cares or pleasure, prayer,
he had been accustomed to take in the em is “a strange work,” a disagreeable and un
ployment of his pencil, only gave fresh zest to pleasant exercise; he is hardly drawn to it, he

is frigid and dull in tt, he is glad w'hen he is
rid of it.—Bishop Bull.
SOLITARY M USINGS.
BY HAVXAR MOBK.

Lord! when dejected I appear,
And love is half absorbed by fear,

Ev’n then I know I'm not forgot—
Thou’rt present though I see thee not.
Though I am cold, nor feel the flame,
Thy boundless mercy’s still the same.
Though dull and hard my sluggish sense,
Faith still maintains its evidence.

O would thy cheering beams so shine,
That I might ulways think Thee mine!
Yet though a cloud may sometimes rise,
And dim the brightness of the skies,
By faith thy goodness I will bless—

*■

I shall be safe, though comfortless;
And still my grateful soul shall melt
At what in brighter days I felt
O wayward heart! thine is the blame;
Though I may change, God is the same.
Nor feeble lkith, nor colder prayer,
My state and sentence shall declare:
Not nerves and feelings shall decide—
By safer signs I shall be tried.

Is the fixed tenor ofmy mind
To Christ and righteousness inclined!
For sin is my contrition deep—
For past ofiences do 1 weep?
Do I submit my stubborn will

To Hrm who guides and guards me still T
Then shall my peaceful bosom prove
That God, not loving, is but love.

THE

GRAVE.

The grave! the cold, dark, narrow grave !
how silent, yet how eloquent! Its damp sods
seem to press upon the heart with the weight
of mortal sorrow and the stern chill of obli
vion. How vain, how worthless are all the
joys of earth, when standing upon the brink of
that which so feelingly remrmds us of man’s
littleness. Yet of his mortality—of time and
eternity, before this petty heap of dust, bends
the pride of the strong in heart. The ambi
tion that spurned nations from its feet—the in
tellect that made its own immortality—the
avarice that transmuted blood and tears to gold
by its accursed alchemy—the revenge that
consumed on its unholy altar, alike the priest
and the victim—the lust that melted the pearl
of price, in the Circean cup of pleasure: all,
all are as hushed in the presence of this lowly
monitor, as the mouldering relics that sleep be
neath its bosom. Yet, amid this silence and
desolation springs there no flower of hope,
child of a brighter sky and a more genial
clime? Read we no lesson of virtue, written
as with the finger of Truth in the dust of
morality? Yes! religion’s bow of promise
spans it with the hues of Heaven; and, while
it teaches man the true value of all that is pass
ing away, it points his aspiring, though hum
ble spirit, to the future—the gloridus, the un
changeable.
THE WORLD A STAGE.

The world is a stnge, every man an actor,
and plays his part here, either in a comedy or
tragedy. The good man is a comedian; and
however he begins, he ends cheerfully. The
wicked man acts a tragedy, and therefore ever
ends in horror. Thou seest a wicked man
vaunt himself on his stage. Stay till the last
act, and look to his end, as David did, and see
whether that be peace. It would be a strange
tragedy with only one act. YVho sees an ox
grazing in a fat pasture, and thinks not that he
is near to the slaughter; while the lean beast
that toils under the yoke, is far enough from
the shambles. The best wicked man cannot
be so envied in his first shews, as he is pitiable
in the conclusion.—Bishop Hall.
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2.
in the English Church, and are with very great Qu® pigra cadavera pridem
Tumulis putrefacta jacebant.
propriety retained in our ordinal.

ed,) have continued in use from very ancient times

Alan that ia born of a

He coiaeib up,

Tub Burial Service.—The impressive be«uty and is cut down, like a
End appropriateness of the office for the burial of flower; he fleelh as it were

the dead, is universally felt and acknowledged, in a shadow, and never con.
who are averse to every other form of our ritual.

Homo natus de muliere,

woman hath but a short brevi vivens tempore: re
time to live, and is full of pletus multi* miseriis: qui
misery.

somuch that it is not unfrequently used by those

AND

quasi flos egreditur et conterilur, et fugil velut unr
bra: el nunquam in eode m

statu permanet.

In the midst of life we

of whom

The innovating license of these later and profan- may we seek for succour,
•r times which lays its hand upon the sanctity of but of thee, O Lard, who

Animas comitata priores.
3.
Hinc maxima cura sepulcris
Impenditur. hinc resoiutos
Honor ultimus accipit artus,

Et funeris ambitus ornat.

tinueth in one stay.

are in death:

Volucres rapientur in auras

Media vita in morte su-

4.

mus, quern qusrimus adju-

torem nisi te, Domine! Candore nitentia claro
qui pro peccatis nostris
Praftendere lintea mos eat,

every other part of the early ritual worship, stands for our sins art justly dis juste irascaris.

Aspersaque myrrha Sabieo

as it were rebuked and chastened at the grave— pleased?

Corpus medicamine servat.

and pays spontaneous and sincere homage to the

Y et, O Lord God most
holy, O Lord most mighty,

Sancte Deus, Sancte
fords, Sancte et misericors

5.
pious wisdom which in the purest days of Chris O holy and most merciful Salvator; amarae inorti ne
Quidnam sibi saxa cavata?
tianity, ordained essentially the same appropriate Saviour, deliver uinot into tradas nos.
Quid pulchra volunt Monumental
and solemn offices* for the burial of the dead as the bitter pains of eternal
Nisi quod res creditur illis,
death.
those at preeent in use among us.
Non mortua sed data somno.
Thou knowest,Lord, the
Noli claudere aures tuas
Of the anthems to be sung or said at the en secrets of our hearts; shut ad preces nostras, Sancte
trance of the ceinetary—found in almost all the not thy merciful ears to our

ancient rituals—the English Church and our own,

prayers but spare us, Lord

have retained the two former:

most holy, O God most
mighty, O holy and mer

1 am the resurrection and
the life,saith the Lord: he

ciful Saviour, thou most
worthy Judge eternal, suf
fer us not, at our last hour

that be'.ievcth in me though
he were dead, yet shall he
live: and whosoever liveth
and believelh in me, shall
never die.
I know that tny Redeem
er liveth, and that he shall
stand at the latter day
upon the earth.
And
though after n»y skin
worms destroy this body,
yet in iny flesh I shall see
God: whom shall I see for
myself,and mine eyes shall

behold, and not another.

Ego sum resurectio et
vita: qui credit in me,
eliam rimortius fuerit, vivit:
et omuis qui vivit et credit
in me, non morietur in
sternum.

Mortuorum,fol. 127.

The appropriateness and beauty of these short

Qui cognoscis oc

Forasmuch as it hath
pleased Alniightj God in

II.
This Corpse which now doth lie benumb’d i’ thr
Commendo animam tuam Deo Path omnipotenti;
terrain terr®, cinerem cin-

eri, pulverem pulveri: in
nomine Patris et Filii et

they to the bereaved who mourn not as those
without hope.

Nor are the other parts of this office lesB wisely

[Ground

And to its proper Soul shall hie.

III.

SpiritusSancti. [Manuale ’Tib this which does invite our Christians care,
Sar. fol. 149. Inhumatio
For their dead Friends neat Tombs to rear.
to earth, ashes to ashes, defuncti.
And kindly lay that Corpse i’th’ Ground,
dust to dust; in sure and
Which shortly must in heav’n be crown’d.
certain hope of the resur
rection to eternal life,
IV.
through our Lord Jesus
This noble Cause the Faithful does excite,
Christ.
I heard a voice from hea-

Audivi vocem de ctelo,

tion and the life,’ at the entrance of the house ap are the dead which die in no moriuntur, amodo enim
pointed for all living, cannot but strike even an the Lord: even so saith the jam dicit Spiritus, ut re-

How rich in consolation are

With Putrefaction all around,

Shall nimbly mount the yielding Sky,

we therefore commit his
body to the ground; earth

anthems—uttered in the consoling and impressive ven, sayingunto me, Write dicenteni mihi, Scribe,
tones of a minister of Him who is ‘ the resurrec From henceforth blessed Beati mortui qui in Domi-

undevout mind.

I.

Shall in its ancient Channels run.

for any pains of death, to
fall from thee.

Credo quia Redemptor his wise providence to take
meus vivit: et in novisimo out of this world the soul
die de terra surrecturus of our deceased brother,
sum; et in came mea videboDeumSalvalorem meum.
Quern visurus sum ego
ipse et non alius: et oculi
m ei conspecturi sunt.—
[Manuale Sariab. Vigilue

forlis.

culta cordis, parce pecca The happy Ages do flow on a main
tis nostris. Sancte et mis
For these cold Bones to warm again:
ericors Salvator amars
The
purple Tide once more begun,
morti ne tradas nos.

Spirit; for they rest from
their labors.

quiescant a laboribus suis,
opera enim illorum sequ-

To wrap in Linnens purest White;
And the Sabean Gums to pound,

To keep the mouldring Body sound.
V.
In hollowing Rocks why do we take such pamf

Or what does our Tombs-Marble mean?

uutur illos.
[Man. Sar.
Antiphonain Vigil. Mortu-

But, that we give the Grave to keep,

orum, fol. 112.

What is not dead, but lies asleep.

We are indebted to the hopes of a blessed im
adapted to a Christian burial.—The order observ
ed in the several parts as well as the matter, cor mortality with which Christianity animates its dis
responds essentially with that of the rituals of the ciples in every ige, for the provision made by the

Bishop Meade's Tract ox Christian Educa
tion.—This

admirable discourse of the assistant

Bishop of Virginia, on the Christian Education of
Eastern and Western Churches. In one particular Church in these peculiarly Christian rites. Indeed
Children, which we transferred to our columns
the
idea
that
the
body,
on
which
the
process
of
of this office however, our Church and the parent
some weeks since, has been published in a Tract
Church of England,have somewhat varied from the decay has perhaps already begun, and which is
form, as the first of a series of Tracts of the Dio
ancient rituals, viz: in substituting for the psalm soon to moulder and ‘return to the earth as it was,’
cese of Virginia. We trust it will have an exten
or anthem, to be sung or said while the body is is to be reanimated and glorified, and raised a spi
sive circulation.
placed in the grave, the form of committing ‘ the ritual body—and made a sharer in the immortal life
and blessedness of the soul, imparts to our burial
body to the ground, earth to earth, ashes to ashes,
Rev. Mr. Kip’s Discourse.—We have received
office an impressive—yet consolatory and hopeful
dust to dust,’ Ate. beginning ‘ Forasmuch as it
an admirable discourse of the Rev. Wm. Ingra
hath pleased Almighty God in his wise providence,’ meaning so appropriate and fit, that we wonder not ham Kip, M. A., preached in St. Paul’s Church,
Ate. This form was introduced at a very early pe that it has been universally admired by the Chris Albany, on Sexngesima Sunday, mdcccxl.—being
tian peasant not less than the Christian scholar.
riod of the English Church, though it was at
the first Sunday after the consecration of the edifice
first repealed by th<» officiating minister after the
We cannot refuse ourselves the satisfaction of to the worship of God. An interesting extract
body was laid in the tomb or covered with earth,
appending to the above the following, from the from this sermon will, be found upon our second
and:not as now, wliila the earth was placed upon
Latin Poems of Prudentius. The English, done page, which we commend to the attention of our
it-.
quaintly, but with adequate fidelity, is an old ver readers—both clerical and lay.
The following anthems, (the Latin of the first sion of the early part of the 18th century..

four of which we give on the authority above re

1.
ferred to, and the others as respectively designat- Venient cito secula, cum jam
• Martene de Antiq. Ecclesi® Ritibus. lib. iii. c. 12.
^553;—lib. iii. c. 14. and 15;—Goar RiU Gncc-p.

Theological Seminary or Virginia.---- The
Number of students in this Seminary ia thirty-two.
It affords us sincere pleasure to observe that of

Sociusralor ossa revisat,

this number, eight were formerly members of Bris

Animataque sanguine vito
Habitacula pristine geatet.

directed to the ministry while members of the same-

tol College—six of whom had their attention
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InTBI.LECTUAL TO MoBAL ( UL- Justification bi Faith; An Episcopal Charge
On .Sunday, the 8th inst., Bishop U. U. Onderdelivered before the Clergy of the Protestant donk confirmed six persona io St. James’ Church,
Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Ohio, at Lancaster, Pa.
remarks upon a common error in education from
the Twenty-Second Annual Convention of the
tho March number of the Journal of Christian
Clxbical Changes.—The Rev. James Sunder
Diocese, in St. Paul's Church, Steubenville,
Education.
PBErEBBNCK OF

n.,8,_We

extract the following sensible and just

A mistake which seems to us to call for espe
cial notice, is to be found in the much higher esti
mate placed upon intellectual growth than upon
moral advancement. Parents aeem to think that
the first and great thing to be aimed at, is the developement of talent, the cultivation of a thirst
for knowledge, and the acquisition of the princi
ples and facts of science. Hence they seek out
those instructors who have the reputation of bring
ing on their pupils fast, or of making them thor
ough scholars, while they themselves use every
means to stimulate their children to amass large
stores of what is called useful knowledge. And
in all this anxiety and effort for the head, the heart
is well nigh forgotten. The virtue,—the piety of
the child is scarcely thought of. The question is
not, how may my children be made most to resem
ble Christ; but, how may they be qualified most
to shitie in the walks of professional life,—on the
exchange,—in the legislative halls,— or in the cir
cles of refined and genteel society. And if the
child is found at the close of the educational term
to be quick and ready, and to have knowledge
eoough at command to enable him to take his or
her station in life with credit, the parent is too
often satisfied, even though the baptismal vows
are forgotten, and the sign of the cross is well
nigh effaced; yes, even though they deny the
Lord who bought them by their worldliness and
frivolity and sin.

Now we arc not so foolish as to declaim
against the cultivation of the intellect and the ac
quisition of knowledge. But this we do say, that
these things ought not to be the prime matters of
attention with Christians for themselves or their
children. We would have the intellect cultivated,
and as highly as it is practicable in each individual
ease. We would have the works of the wise and
learned, and the phenomena of nature, and the
principles of science, most thoroughly and care
fully studied. But before all, and above all, we
would have every effort made to cultivate aright
the moral affections, to form the soul to right
habits of feeling, to enlighten and direct aright the
conscience. And if one or the other of these grand
departments of education is to be neglected or
abandoned, then give us the one which looks to
the heart, to eternity, to Gon.

Not that there is any absolute necessity to
make a separation of this kind. There is no in
consistency between the highest learning and the
most exalted piety. No! these harmonize entire
ly. The loftiest intellect, and the most profound
scholar may be, as lie often has been, the most
humble and devoted disciple of Jesus. But it may
happen, and we believe it does very frequently
happen with our present arrangements for the in
struction of youth, that the parent meets with no
little embarrassment on thjs point. There is no
difficulty in finding schools and competent teach
ers; but then are they Christian schools? are they
conducted on the principles of the Gospel? and do
they look to the formation of the Christian char
acter?

Now what we say is, that parents should clearly
perceive this difficulty, and that they should not so
easily yield to it, as is generally done. Let them
demand high moral qualifications as well as intel
lectual in the teachers of their offspring. Let
them demand that the schools should be regulated
and governed by the principles of the Bible. Let
them demand that the wisdom of this world shall
not put in jeopardy the eternal welfare of their
children. Let them demand this, and adhere to
their demand, and soon the requisite change will
be made. Onr schools must always be what the
sentiment of those who support them call for.
And when parents shall cease to place intellectual
above moral culture, and to frame their claims and
expectations accordingly, then will teachers and
professors, and trustees, be compelled to modify
and improve their systems.

Sept. 13, 1839.

IFi/A an Apjwndix.

Bt

the

land, of the diocese of North Carolina, and the

Rt. Rev. Chas. P. McIlvaI5e, D. D., Bishop Rev. John A. Spooner, deacon, of the diocese of

of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the Dio Vermont, having, respectively removed into the

Columbus:. Isaac N. Whiting. ! diocese of New York with letters of dismission,

cese of Ohio.

mdcccxl.

and been received, have changed accordingly their
p. 156.
“It has boen said,*’ observes the author in his canonical residence. The latter is officiating a t
preface, “that the Charge was directed against the 1 Glen's Falls, Warren county, and Sandy Hill^ and

16 mo.

Oxford Tracts.

The fact is adverted to, because Fort Edward, Washington county.
The following clergy having removed from the

otherwise it might cause a misinterpretation of

Doubt diocese of New York, with letters of dismission,
less the peculiarities of the recent Oxford divinity, and having been respectively received, have changed
on the subject of Justification, were often in view accordingly their canonical residence, namely;

some detriment to the object of the writer.

in the writing of the Charge; and the author has

The Rev. William Whittington, deacon, to tho

no question that there is serious error eniugh in diocese of Massachusetts.
The Rev. Solon W. Mannoy, to the diocese of
that divinity, on this one subject, to furnish subjectmatter for much more than an Episcopal Charge; Indiana.
but the reader will be disappointed if be expects

The Rev. Washington Philo, deacon, to the ju

to trace a reference thereto in every part of this risdiction of the Missionary Bishop for Missouri,
publication. Distinctly to exhibit certain main &c.

truths involved in the great matter of a sinner’s

Justification before God, and to point out certain

The Rev. Mr. Scull, having been appointed

main errors in that connection, has been the single chaplain for Fort Gibson, desires his papers and
letters to be sent to that place.
object of the writer.’’

From the advertisement on the fly-leaf of the
Chnrge, we learn that “it was intended that the

Appendix to the Charge should contain an ex
amination of the doctrine of certain gentleman of

On Sexagesima Sunday, February 23d, Bisbop

Onderdonk confirmed fifty-seven persons at the

Church of the Evangelists, Southwark.

the ministry of Oxford, recently published in this
country, on the subject of Justification.

But the

writer has concluded that to occupy enough room
for a proper treatment of that doctriue would too

MAKltlED,
At New Brunswick, New Jersey, on the 12th
inst., by the Rev. R. Rogers, Richard S. Coxe,

Esq., of Washington City, D. C., to Mrs. Susan
much increase the bulk of this publication.” He
Wheeler, of the former place.
adds, “ The examination intended will make a
separate work, and is nearly ready for the press.”

OBITUARY.

The unexpected delay in the issue of the Charge

from the press has resulted chiefly from the desire

of the author to make such arrangements with a

It becomes our painful duty to record the sud

publisher as would save expense to the diocese. den death of Dr.------- Morrison, at his late
The copies to be furnished the several parishes residence near Mt. Vernon, on Sunday evening,
will be forwarded by the earliest opportunities. the 22nd inst. His remains were interred at Mt.
Those for the clergy will be sent by mail and will Vernon, on Tuesday morning, after an appropriate
probably reach their respective destinations be discourse, in St. Paul’s Church, by the Rev. Mr.
Halsey.

fore our present number.

During his short residence in this coun

ty, Dr. Morrison had won a high degree of re
Gbnrva College.—It appears from the annual spect from all who enjoyed his acquaintance. He
catalogue of this Institution, that the number of was, we have been informed, a medical graduate of
students, including those of the medical depart one of the Scotish Universities—and subsequently -

ment, is one hundred and forty-six.
Episcopal Services

in

Maryland.—On Fri

day, 28th February, in St. Barnabas’ Church,

Bishop Doane preached, confirmed twelve persons,
and administered the holy Communion.

Ou Sunday, 1st instant, in St. John’s Church,
Washington City, the Bishop confirmed one per

son and preached.
In the afternoon, in Christ Church, the Rector,
the Rev. Mr. Bean, read prayerp, and the Bishop
preached and confirmed thirty persons.

In the afternoon, in St. John's Church, the

Bishop preached and confirmed five persons.

attended a course of medical lectures in Paris.

He was successfully engaged in the duties of hisprofession fur several years in the Island of Jamaica,

previous to his removal to this country.

We are*

not nware that he had resumed medical practice

since his residence among us.

Such, however,

was his intention, had his life been prolonged; and

from the urbanity of bis manners, and the rare ad
vantages of professional study and practice which

lie- bad enjoyed, we cannot doubt, he would have
rendered important service in that profession.

His sudden decease, after one day’s illness, has
overwhelmed his immediate family circle with the

mo6t poignant sorrow—and impressively enforces
Bishop or New York. the solemn truth that in the midst of life we are
—Ci/, of New York.—First Sunday in Lent, in death.

Episcopal acts

by tue

March 8, in the morning, confirmed sixty-four in
the present place of worship of the Church of-the

Ascension.

We unite with all who enjoyed the pleasure

of the late Dr. Morrison’s acquaintance, in the
sincerest expressions of condolence with the be

In the afternoon, confirmed fifty-two in St. Bar reaved family.
tholomew’s Church.
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miscbllaneo us.

the dying mother.
B V MB a. SIOOUBMBT.
••The fup that my Falbe? hath given me, .hall I not drink it.**

“How tweet to gai- upon thy placid brow,
My child! my child! like some unfolding bud
Of aiainksi snow-drop. Ah, how sweet to feel
The bright redundance of thy silken hair,
And catch thy gentle breath upon my cheek,
My beautiful firel-bornl Life seems more fair
Since thou art mine. How soon amid its flowers

Thy little feet will gambol by my side,
My own pet-lambl And then to train thee up

To be an angel,—and to live for God,—
O glorious hopel"
Fast fell the tears of joy,

As the young mother spake;
But deep within,

A foe was busy, at the seat of life;
And other language than her own fond hopes
Was traced by dire disease.

A hollow voice

In midnight visions, warned her of the tomb.
The surge rolled heavy, yet there was a Rock
On which hersoul found rest, though the frail flesh

Wasted away.
“TAe cup my father gives,

Shall I not drink it?”
So she bowed her down,
While the new tie that bound her to the earth
So tenderly, was cut; then stretched her hand
To the Redeemer, whom in days of youth
She served and honored, and went home,—went home.
And now, Heaven bless thee, babe, whose tiny bark
Is launched so lonely on this tojsing sea
Of time and change, and mid thy future course
If here, in our dark clime thy yearsunfold,
Bind her fair image to (hy loving heart,
My little one, and let thy father hear
Front thy young lips the same rejoicing words

Of piety and peace, which thrilled his heart
With grateful prayer, when at his fireside sat
The chosen idol of his early love.
[Ckristian Ifttness.
THE AMERICAN INFIDEL.

In a neat beautiful city in one of the north
ern states of America, Jived a lawyer of em
inence and talents. I do not know many
particulars of his moral character; but lie was
notoriously profane. He had a negro boy,
at whom his neighbors used to hear him swear
with awful violence. One day this gentle
man met a tlecided Christian, who was also a
lawyer, and said to him, “I wish, sir, to ex
amine into the truth of the Christian religion.
What books would you advise me to read on
the evidences of Christianity?”
The pious lawyer, surprised at the enquiry,
replied, ‘-That is a question, sir, which you
ought to have settled long ago, you ought not
to have put off a subject so important to
this late period of life.”
“It is late,” said the enquirer, “and I never
knew much about it,but I always supposed that
Christianity was rejected by the great major
ity of learned men. 1 intend, however, now
to examine the subject thoroughly myself I
have upon me, as my physician says, a mortal
disease, under which 1 may live a year and a
half, or two years, but not probably longer.
Whnt books, sir, would you advise me to
read?”
“The Bible,” said the other.
“I believe you do not understand me, re
sumed the unbeliever, surprised in bis turn,
“I wish to investigate the truth of the Bible.”
“Therefore, I would advise you, sir,” re
peated his friend, “to read the Bible. And,”
he continued, “I will give you my reasons.
Most infidels are very ignorant of the Scrip
tures. Now, to reason on any subject with
correctness, we must understand what it is
about which we reason. In the next place,

I consider the internal evidence of the truth tions were idolaters, so were the Greeks and
of the Scriptures stronger than the external.” Romans; and the wisest and best Greeks and
“And where shall I begin?’ inquired the Romans never gave a code of morals like
this.—Where did Moses get this law, which
unbeliever.
“At the New Testament?’ “No,” said the surpasses the wisdom and philosophy of the
most enlightened ages? He lived at a period
other “at the beginning, at Genesis.”
The infidel Ijought the holy book, went comparatively barbarous but he has given a
home, and sat down to the serious study of law in which the learning and sagacity of all
the Scriptures. He applied all his strong subsequent time can detect no flaw. Where
and well disciplined powers of mind to the did he get it? He could not have soared so
Bible, to try rigidly but impartially its truth. far above his age as to have devised it himself.
As be went on the perusal, he received occa Iam satisfied where lie obtained it—It must
sional calls from his professional friend. The have come from heaven I am convinced of
infidel freelv remarked upon what he had the truth of the religion of the Bible.”
The infidel—infidel no longer—remained
read, and stated his objections. He liked this
passage, lie thought that touching and beau to his death a firm believer in the truth of
Christianity. He lived several years after
tiful, but be could not credit a third.
One evening the Christian lawyer called, this conversation; about three, I believe. He
and found the unbeliever at home, walking continued to pursue the study of the Bible,
the room with a dejected look, his mind ap his views of the Christian religion expanding
parently absorbed in thought He continu and growing correct. Profaneness was aban
ed, not noticing that any one had come in, doned. An oath was now as offensive to him
busily to trace and retrace his steps. His as it was familiar before. When bis former
friend at length, spoke; “you seem, sir,” said gay companions used one, be habitually re
he, “to be in a brown study; of wThat are you proved them. He remonstrated with them
upon its folly and want of meaning, and said
thinking?’
“I have been reading,” replied the other, he could never imagine before, how painful
profane language must be to a Christian.—
“the moral law.”
“Well, what do you think of it?’ asked bis The Visitor.
friend.
THE GENEROUS INDIAN.
“I will tell you what I used to think,’’ an
swered he; “I supposed that Moses was the lea
At the first meeting of the Kentucky His
der of a horde of banditti; that having a strong torical Society, the following anecdote of In
mind, he acquired great influence over the dian generosity and magnanimity was related
superstitious people; and, by some artificial by a gentleman distinguished in the annals of
means, made an impression on his ignorant Kentucky.
followers, causing them to think that what
About the year 1784 or 1785, Mr. Andrew
they saw proceeded from supernatural power.” Rowen* embarked in a barge at the Falls of
“But what do you think now?’ interposed the Ohio, where Louisville now stands, with
his friend.
a party to descend the river. The boat hav
“I have been looking,” be replied, “into ing stopped at the Yellow Banks, Mr. Rowan
the nature of that law. I have been trying borrowed a rifle of one of the company, step
to see whether I can add any thing to it, or ped on shore and strolled into the bottom,
take any thing from it, so as to make it bet probably rather in pursuit of amusement
ter. Sir, I cannot It is perfect. The firs, than game; for, from always having been of
commandment,” continued be, “directs us tc a feeble constitution and averse to action, he
make the creator the object of our supreme knew not how to use a rifle, and besides had
love and reverence; that is right; if he be oui with him but the single charge of ammunition
creator, preserver, and supreme benefactor, which was in the gun. be unconsciously
we ought to treat him and none other, as protracted bis stay beyond what be intended;
such. The second forbids idolatry; that cer ahd returning to the spot where be bad lan
tainly is right. The third forbids profaneness. ded, saw nothing of the boat nor the company
I lie fourth fixes a time for religious worship: be had left. It being a time of hostility with
if there be a God, be ought surely to be wor the Indians and suspicions of their approach
shipped. It is suitable that there should be having alarmed the party, they had put off
an outward homage, significant of our inward and made down the stream with all possible
regard. If God be worshipped, it is proper baste, not daring to linger for their compan
that some times should be set apart for that ion on shore.
purpose, when all may worship him harmo
Mr. R. now found himself alone on the
niously and without interruption.—One daj banks of the Ohio, a vast and trackless forest
in seven is certainly not too much; and I dc stretching around him, with but one charge
not know that it is too little. The fifth de of powder, and himself too unskilled in the
fines the peculiar duties arising from the use of the rifle to profit by that, and liable at
family relations. Injuries to our neighbors any moment to fall into the hands of the sav
are then classified by the moral law. They ages. The nearest settlement of the whites
arc divided into offences against life, chastity, was Vincennes (now in Indiana) distant pro
property and character. And,” said be, ap bably about one hundred miles. Shaping
plying a legal idea with legal acuteness, “I his course as nearly as he could calculate for
notice that the greatest offence in each class this, he commenced his perilous and hopeless
is expressly forbidden. Thus the greatest journey. Unaccustomed to travelling in the
injury to life is murder; to chastity, adultery; forest, he soon lost all reckoning of his way,
to property, theft; to character, perjury. and wandered about at venture. Impelled
Now the greater offence must include the less by the gnawings of hunger, be discharged bis
of the same kind. Murder must include ev rifle at a deer that happened to pass near
ery injury to life; adultery, every injury to pu him but missed it. The third day found
rity; and so of the rest. And the moral code him still wandering, whether toward Vin
is closed and perfected by a command forbid cennes or from it, he knew not,exhausted, fam
ding every improper desire in regard to our ished, and despairing. Several times bad he
neighbor.
laid down, as be thought, to die. Roused
“I have been thinking,” he proceeded, by the sound of a gun not far distant, betoken
“where did Moses get that law? I have read ing, as well be knew, the presence of the
history: the Egyptians and the adjacent na Indians, he proceeded towards the spot whence
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which Soon* after my return, my thoughts were
the report proceeded, resolved as a last hope ; Omits she now to unroll the record, whit
like seriously turned to religion ’and the gospel
of life, to surrender himself to those whose ' her hand had so often clasped ? Is she lil
tender mercies he knew’ to be cruel.
the trumpet, that hloweth an “ uncertain ministry. IIow far otherwise with me it
Advancing a short distance he saw an In- sound ?” Lite’s history her tongue now repeats might have been, had I been permitted to
dian approaching, who on discovering him— —scenes, forgotten scenes are recalled, and take my own way, God only knows. As a
as the first impulse was on any alarm, buried events are brought up before the eye. warning to our young men, let me say. that
with both the whites and Indians on the fron- Over the long path which we have made she it required nearly thirty years to repair the
tiers, in the time of hostilities—drew up his leads us; here she stops us to meditate on some injury done to that institution, by that pro
rifle to his shoulder, in readiness to fire. Mr. dark deeds; here she shows another way into ceeding of unreflecting and misguided youths.
R. turned the butt of liis, and the Indian, which passion hurried us. Have we injured Let me warn them to beware how they ever
with French politeness turned the butt of friends ? Have the true and fond bosoms on assemble together for the purpose of consul
his also? They approached each other.— which we rested been pierced by unkindpess ? ting how to redress the supposed wrongs of
The Indian seeing his pale and emaciated Memory presents it. Have we performed ac- their fellow-students, and above all how they
appearance, and understanding the cause, tions of generosity? Have the defo’ation set their names to any instrument purpor
took him to his wigwam, a few miles distant, of the widow been cheered, and the loneli- ting to be a condemnation of those in author
where he cooked for him several days, and ncss of the orphan been relieved bvjus? Has ity. Very seldom indeed will the faculty
treated him with greatest hospitality. Then the path of one individual lost a thorn by our mistake in their judgements concerning those
learning from him by signs that he wished to instrumentality, or the wreath of love had who are the subjects of discipline. All those
goto Vincennes, the Indian immediately left one rose added by our hand? Delighted for whom the petition alluded to was offered,
his hunting, and conducted him in safety to with the occurrence memory repeats it in proved to be most unworthy characters, and
that settlement, a distance from his cabin of strains of exultation. Crowded into this nar- in many and extensive journeys throughout
about eighty miles.
• row period, the moments resemble the waves the length and breadth of our land, since that
Having arrived there, and wishing to re- that now dance in the sunlight to the music time, I have met with very many of those who
ward well the generous Indian to whom he of the breeze, and now flow in solemn silence were the most zealous in the cause, but never
owed his life, Mr. It. made arrangements beneath the shade of over-hanging boughs, with one who did not regret and condemn the
with a merchant of the settlement, to whom ' But does the past alone employ the fugitive part which he had taken in it. On this sub
he made himself known, to give him three hour ? That hour imagination also makes ject let me say one word to parents, in behalf
hundred dollars. But the Indian would not her own. Whatever may have hindered its of the schools and colleges in our land. Hea
receive a farthing. When made to under- operation is now removed. Loftier and vy indeed are the complaints of teachers and
stand by Mr. It., through an interpreter, freer than ever soars its wings. Over the professors against you in this respect. I hear
that he could not be happy unless he would highest summit it easily rises, borrowing life them wherever I go. You are considered
as the great obstacles to the right government
accept something, he replied, pointing to a from death itself.
new blanket near him, that he would take
The dying hour! It is then that time, of youth in our literary institutions of every’
that; and added, wrapping his own blanket J and we are parted. Though he may have led grade. Those who have charge of our chil
around his shoulders, “when 1 wrap myself; us over a diversified way, wre then forsake dren declare thatyou withhold your support
in it, I will think of you.”
I him ; he continues to travel on his own course, from them in the most trying emergency, that
Where was there ever a white man, that but we are ushered into a new condition.— your bliirtl partiality to your sons leads you to
even in the time of peace, would have so be- Cares cease to distress. The hist tear falls palliate, if not justify, conduct which is per
friended an Indian ?
from the eye, the last sigh escapes from the fectly inadmissible in a well ordered institu
bosom. Darkness gathers upon the earth, tion. They declare that it seldom happens
Uncle of the present Hon. John Rowan, of Louisrelieved otdy by that pure light, which, pro that a youth is dismissed, without finding in
ville.
ceeding from heaven, hath power to gild the the parent one to justify him and condemn
THE DYING HOUR.
closing scene. Mortality, shrink not from them. In illustration of the great laxity of
If the experience of the dying hour could this hour! Pursue virtue—let religion be thy authority in some parents and the most un
l>e faithfully written, the thoughts that then study, O man, and whenever and wherever justifiable sentiments of others, I would men
fill the brain, like the last inhabitants of a this event occurs it shall find thee happily pre tion what I received from undoubted authori
crumbling temple, and the feelings that then pared. Whether death meet thee at the ty concerning three youths in one of the dis
occupy the chilled heart, be revealed to the hour when midnight reigneth, or mid-day tant colleges in our land. A short time after
eye of sense, what a view would lie displayed! pour its tide of glory on the world—wheth one of them had reached the college, he vio
The period of dissolution brings with it emo er it meet thee amid the consolation of home, lated some law and was reproved by the pro
tions of a peculiar character. There arc at or the privation of a stranger’s country— fessor. He wrote to his father that the pro
that time operations through which the soul whether it meet thee on the uprising billow fessor had insulted him. The father imme
never before passed. Nothing appears in its or in the fruitful plain, its stern brow shall diately tixik up his pen and wrote, “my son,
old aspect. Like a splendid hall which has bear an holy expression, and its angry voice go and purchase for yourself the largest
been hung in new drapery, each object wears shall speak no tones hut those of peace and cane in the place, and brake it over the pro
fessor’s head.” The other two wrote to their
a different dress. Opinions that the strongest love.—Christian Guardian.
father that after having tried the college for
force cf argument could not compel to with- ■
—-» >»-—
draw from the mind, then hastily depart— |
TC) YGUNG MEN AT COLLEGE,
a few weeks, they were not pleased with it,
prejudices that rooted themselves more and
At the risk of egotism the author will state, and without any permission had moved to
more deeply at every attack, then bend before that his own case is the one alluded to. At another college, and had taken up their lodg
the blast—cherished feelings, that the bosom the age of seventeen he left for the first time ings in a tavemj Thus it is that the- sons,
had ever clung to, then are hated; and desires the house of the best of mothers, to go to not the fathers, choose and change their col
that had ever found a home beside affection’s Princeton College; and with the sincerest res- leges at pleasure, and thus it may come to
altar, then are bamshed. What fearful | elution to fulfil all her anxious wishes m his pass, that our colleges, instead of being nur
change is this that then befalleth the spirit ? behalf. Toward the close of die first session, series of patriots and warriors and statesmen,
Are the faculties then so weakened as to pre some very unworthy young men were dis who have, as of old, learned to command, by
vent it from thinking and feeling aright ? No; missed. They contrived, however, to impose first learning to obey, mnj’ send forth law
it now sees things as th y : ra. Falsehood has upon the great body of the others, and induce less rebels, and during revolutionists, to sub
ceased to obscure its vision. Truth, long dc- , them'to believe that they were most unjustly vert the fair fabric of this noble republic.—
prived of her authority, long forced to crouch and cruelly treated; What was called a pe- Bishop Meade.
iike a slave, obtains her rightful station, and tition was gotten up in their behalf, and offershows that the pretended nature of the world ed for the signatures of the rest. Great numIn prayer a Christian must not tell God
is very unlike its real character. O what an bers signed it, scarce knowing its contents.— what he shall give, but ask God what he will
hour is this! When the soul is amused to the It proved to be such a one as the faculty g»vetrue relation of objects—mistakes are seen,1 could not with propriety listen to, or allow
Men may differ in religion, and yet be of
but alas, too late for correction—when eterni- to p iss unnoticed. We were required to the same religion; for every difference in re
ty’s importance and awe enter the decisions, withdraw our signatures, end it was so man- ligion is not a different religion.
wishes, and feelings of the mind !
aged by the leaders of the rebelion, that the None should despair, because God will help
The hour of death ! In this brief space the College was broken up in confusion and all them; and none should presume, because
past is reviewed. However treacherous returned home. It was then that I felt the God can cross them.
memory may have been on a thonsand occa- excellency of maternal authority, which great
That can never be a grace to the body,
sions,she now acquits herself with fidelity.— numbers did not, for they did not return.— which is a disgrace to die soul.
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PROSPECTUS

BIBLE-CLAMS questions.
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OR

THE FOURTH SUNDAY IN LENT.

Kenyon Literary Magazine.

FEMALE INSTITUT E.
1. What ia thia Sunday called!
X What ia the meaning of the wonl Lent!
Columbia, Tennessee.
Conducted by the Philomathesian and Xu Pi Kappa Societwa «
Kenyon College.
3. What ia the deaign of this season!
4. Do we observe it with the same strictness that the
President of the Board of Trustees,
T iB proposed by the Philomathesian and Nv Pi Kaf.
drat Christians did!
Ths Right Rev. Bishop Polk.
5. Are there not some professing Christiana who do .
pa Sociktiks of Kenyon College, to publish a
Visitor, and Lecturer on the Moral Sciences,
, monthly periodical with the above tide. Not placing
not observe this season at all!
The Right Rev. Bishop Otev.
i too much confidence in our own abilities, we haveobtain6. Are they right in thia omission!
Rector, and Lecturer on the Physical Sciences,
7. What advantage may we expect from the proper i
, ed, as contributors, gentlemen of superior talent and
R
ev
.
F.
G.
S
mith
,
A.
M.
' larger attainments. This—added to what we hope to
observance of it!
8. Where are the Psalms for thia day!
rlMlE nest session opens on the 3d of February, and accomplish in the ardor of a youthful literary enthusiJL ends on the 3d of July.
l asm, with such selections as an extensive field of foreign
9. May we use any other!
10. W hat anthem shall be said or sung before the Psalms
In addition to the Visitor and Rector, the arrange- and domestic periodical Literature, and valuable and
____day!
w
_ ments of the Institute for the next session comprise well-filled libraries may afford—we presume to hope,
for the
11. In which of the daily portions do you find this twelve Ladies residing within the building, to superm will render the Collegian worthy of patronage aad
an them!
tend its various departments of instruction and duty, i perusal.
12. When may this anthem be omitted!
At a time when the arts and sciences are in a state of
by night as well as by day.
IX What shall be said or sung after the whole portion
rapid improvement; when all classes of society are beBoard, per session,
...
$70
'
coining
interested in the diffusion of knowledge, and the
or selection of Psalms for the day!
English tuition,
*
$3, 12, 20. 25
1 influence of genius and talent upon society at large is
Languages, each,
.
$10
14. Where ia the FIRST LESSON!
greater than at any former period; it i6 believed that a
Music,
.
$25; Harp,
$30
15. What may be meant by mountains, hills, and
1 Literary Magazine, combining variety and abundance
January 9, 1840.
strong foundations! v. 1, 2.
' with cheapness, will be acceptable, especially to thosv
16. Have we any reason to complain of God’s dealings
who take an interest in Western Literature, and the pro
GRANVILLE FEMALE SEMINARY.
with us! v. 3.
17. By whom did God deliver Israel out of the land fj,IIE SUMMER TERM of this Institution will gress of young men training up for the future service of
of Egypt! r. 4.
JL commence on Thursday,the 5th of March next,and ' their country.
The Collegian will be edited by a Committee of ths
18. What was Balak’s wish respecting Israel! Num. continue twenty-two weeks.
22d chapter.
Young Ladies will be received at any time into the Philomathesian and Nu Pi Kappa Societies. Each numI ber will contain fifty pages of choice original and select
19. What answer did Balaam give!
Seminary, but ior no less period than half a Term.
20. Is it probable, as some conjecture, that tho inqui
The charge for those who enter the family, including ed literary and scientific reading matter, printed on pary in 6th and 7th verses was made by Balak!
board, washing, fuel, lights, room and furniture, and I per of superior quality, with beautiful type of the small
pica and brevier sizes.
21. Will any sacrifice that we can offer stone for tuition in all the branches of the course, is per
The annual subscription is three dollars only; to h«
sin!
Term,
$G5 00
22. Why will it not!
Tuition for day scholars,per Term,
9 00 paid invariably in advance, or on the delivery of ths
first number, which it is proposed to publish in tbs
23. Can we come before God without a sacri
Instruction on Piano with use of instrument,
fice!
per Term,
16 00 ensuing spring.
The work will be mailed regularly and directed to any
23. Where does God show us what is good! v. 8.
Instruction iu Latin and French,each extra
25. Whst does God require ot us?
per Term,
6 00 Post Office in the United Slates to which it may be or26. What is meant by doing justly!
«
Instruction in Drawing,24 lessons, per Term,
3 00 | dered. All letters (post-paid) to be addressed to tbs
27. What by loving mercy?
Those who remain in the family during vacations will ' “Editors of the Collegian, Gambier, Ohio.”
Gambier, December, 1839.
28. Why is it said that we roust do the one, and love j be charged $2 00 per week.
the other!
In at 1 cases the bills must be paid in advance, or a
29. What is meant by walking humbly!
satisfactory arrangement made with the Treasurer.
HISTORY OF CHRIST.
30. Will our ignorance of what God requires beany
It is important that young Ladies should enter as
ECTURES upon the History of our Lord and Saexcuse for our omission! .v 8.
near the commencement, or middle of the Terms as
s dour Jesus Christ. By the Rev. Henry Blunt, A.tt.
31. Why may we not use false weights and mea possible.
2 vols. Price $1 75.
sures? v. 10, 11.
Application for admission may be made either to Rev.
Lectures upon the History of Abraham and Jacob. By
32. How long was it before this, that Omri, and his A. Sanford or Mr. M. French.
i the Rev. Henry Blunt, A. M. Price $1 25.
son Ahab, had corrupted the people with idolatry!
Granville, February 22.
Lectures upon the IListory of St. I’aul. By the Rev
33. Wherein consists the sin of idolatry!
. Henry Blunt, A. M. Price $1 25.
34. Which of the ten commandincnrs Jocsit violate!
dick’s THEOLOGY.
Discourses on some of the J/octrinul Articles of the Pro
35. Can we be guilty of this sin, and howl Colos.
ECTURES on Theology. By the late Rev. John testant Episcopal Church. Also Lectures on the History
Iii. 5.
Dick, D. D. New and beautiful Edition of this of St. Peter. By the Rev. Henry Blunt, A. M. Pries
36. How does God regard this sin! Isaiah Ivii. 11.
work, with a Memoir, &c. in two large 8vo. vols. $1 25.
37. If we break only this one commandment, may we
A /’radical Exposition of the Epistles to the Seven
For sale at the Bookstore of
not still hope to be saved? James ii. 10.
Churches yf Asia. By the Rev. Henry Blunt, A. M.
ISAAC N. WHITING.
38. What does the law say to those who think so!
Price
$1.
Columbus, February 22.
Gal. iii. 10.
lectures upon the History of Elisha. By the Rev.
39. May we then hope to be saved by keeping the
Henry Blunt, A. M. Price $1.
INDEX RERUM.
whole law!
Our Saviour's Days', or Evidences of ChrislianiLv, as
NDEX
RERUM
or
Index
of
Subjects;
intended
as
a
40. What then must we do to be saved!
Manual, to aid the Student and the Professional they must have appeared to a Jew, in our Saviour's days.
Man, in preparing himself for usefulness. With an In-Price 56J cents.
“Tins work is published in London under the direc
TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN’ 1 traduction, illustrating its utility and method of use. tion of the Committee of General Literature and Edu
LL person, indebted to the subscribers, either by ’
*1 T°,L
cation, appointed by the ‘Society for the Promotion of
not; or book account, are earnestly guested to !™e.
tions, to aid in forming and strengthening the Intellect Christian Knowledge;’ which, of itself, is sufficient to
settle the same by the first of April, as we are making
ual and Moral Character and Habits of the Student recommend it to the attention of the Christian commu
arrangements for going East about that time, and it is
nity-”
. • •
By Rev. John Todd, New Edition. Price $1 25.
essentially necessary that our accounts should be previ
Jfy Saviour; or Devotional Meditations, in Prose and
For sale at the Bookstore of
ously closed.
A. G. SCOTT & Co.
Verse, on the Names and Titles <fthe Lord Jesus Christ.
ISAAC N. WHITING.
Gambier, March 12, 1840.
By the Rev. John East, A. M. Price, 62J cents.
Columbus, February 22.
7Vie Last Hours of our Lord Jesus Christ. Price Ml
8T. JOHN S SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES,
cents.
THE EXCELLENCY OF THE LITURGY.
King Solomon’s Counsels to the Young, arranged and
Cuyahoga Falls. Portage county, Ohio.
^OUR Discourses preached before the University of
Cambridge, in November, 1811; also a University illustrated by appropriate examples. By the Rev. Hor
rlMlK Spring Term of this Institution will commence
ace
Hooker. Price 50 cents.
Sermon, containing the Churchman s Confession, or an
I on Wednesday, the first day of April next, to con
The Inquirer's Guide, or Truth Illustrated by Tracts.
tinue twenty-three weeks, under the care of Miss Fran Appeal to the Liturgy: By the Rev. Charles Simeon,
M. A., Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. Second Price 50 cents.
ces C. Barron, recently from New England.
The Anxious Enquirer after Salvation, Directed and
Terms; Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, English Gram American edition. 1 vol. 18 mo. Price 25.
Encouraged. By John Angel James. Price 50 cento.
Published and for sale by
mar, Geography, Composition, Ac., per quarter, $3 50
The Christian Professor addressed, in a series of CownISAAC N. WHITING.
Higher English Branches, such as History,
sels and Cautions to the membeis of Christian Churekm.
December, 1839.
Chemistry, Natural Philosophy, Astrono
\ By John Angel James. Price 81 cents.
my, Logic, Rhetoric, and such other of
For sale at the Bookstore of
the Physical Sciences, and Ethics, as are
LATIN SYNONYMES.
ISAAC N. WHITING.
usually taught in schools for young la
1 DICTIONARY of Latin Synonymes for the use
Columbus,
February 22.
dies, per quarter, - . .
4 50
1. Vof Schools and Private Students, with a Complete
French Language,
....
6 00 Index. By Lewis RawsuoRN. From the German, By
Music on the Piano and Organ, •
10 00 Francis Sieber. 1 vol. Price 1 50.
Tuition to be paid quarterly, in advance.
Just received and for sale at the Bookstore of
Board can be obtained in private families, at from $1 50
AND WESTERN CHUIICH JOURNAL.
ISAAC N. WHITING.
to $2 00 per week.
Columbus December 7.
Iuusd esern Saturday, at the ff'ri/rm Church frraa,
The school will be under the visitorial care of the
GAMBIKB, OI1IO.
A
Rector and Vestry ot St. John's Church, whose con
BLOOMFIELD’S GREEK TESTAMENT.
CHAUNCEY COLTONv D. D.,
stant aim it will be, to afford the necessary facilities for r|1HE Greek Testament, with English Notes, Critical,
Eorroa and Paurairroa.
thorough and practical instruction, as the only founda JL Philological, and E.zcgetical, partly selected and ar
tion for an education which may be improved, though ranged from the best Commentators, ancient and mod
THOMAS R. RAYMOND, PRINTER.
never finished.
ern, but chiefly original. The whole being especially
The town of Cuyahoga Falls is situated in the most adapted to the use of Academical Students, Candidates
TERMS
—The Gambits Oasaavaa and Werrs in Cnuaca Java.
romantic situation of the Western Reserve, and for for the sacred office, and ministers, though also intended
Nal ii published on the following ternu: Two Dolls rs, in Advance, •»
healthfulness and morality, it is believed to be unsur as a manual edition for the use of theological readers in Two Dollars Fifty Cent*, in six months, or Three Dollars, at the
of the year. These conditions, as essential to the support e«
passed by any town in the Wcttern country.
general. By the Rev. S. T. Bloomsiklu, D. D. F. S. com
the establishment, will in all eases hereafter be strictly adhered to.
References.—Rev. T. B. Fairchild, and A. E. Wol- A.B 2 vols. 8va,
i
Subscriptions In advance are due on the delivery of the first num
eoU, Esq., Cuyahoga Falls: Rev. A. Bronson, Boston,
just received and for sale at the Bookstore of
i ber—but if paid within four weeks, will be received as io advanoe
To aoy pertoo who will forward the money for ten new subaoib*.
Portage county; Rev. W. Granville, Medina, Medina I
ISAAC N. WHITING.
i or beoocasi rospoosJAe for them, a dinoount of rwcis/p per sow wta tw
nounty; B. B. Clark, M- D., Brunswick, Madina county; | Colombo*, Deoambaf 7.
ajklu.
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